ABSTRACT Caching in wireless networks can alleviate redundant data transmissions and can assist cell base stations in providing service. In this paper, we focus on the problem of joint caching access point (AP) selection and channel allocation for mobile users (MUs) in wireless caching networks. Considering MUs' dynamic probabilistic content demands, an asymmetric weighted interference graph is proposed to analyze the asymmetric interference among MU and caching AP pairs. We formulate the joint caching AP selection and channel allocation as a nonlinear optimization problem and then present a binary concurrent interference minimizing game theoretical scheme, where MUs and caching APs are two kinds of players with different kinds of actions and utilities. Unlike existing hierarchical game approaches, MUs and caching APs act concurrently without hierarchical constraints. Then, a novel pure strategy binary Nash equilibrium (BNE) and a concurrent binary better reply algorithm are proposed for the above game. It is proved that at least one BNE exists and the reply algorithm converges to a BNE. Moreover, simulation results show that the proposed approach can mitigate interference effectively and achieve a lower global interference level than the traditional better reply algorithm.
I. INTRODUCTION
Drive by the development of new wireless technologies, data traffic in wireless networks is expected to increase exponentially [1] - [3] . One major reason is the data streaming of mobile users (MUs) with content dissemination based services, such as video streaming services [4] . Moreover, repetitive requests of popular videos lead to redundant data transmissions. The redundancy of data transmission can be reduced by deploying caches locally at the edge of wireless networks and intermediate nodes such as mobile devices or small cell base stations (SBSs). Considering video contents are close to the MUs in wireless caching networks (WCNs), redirecting downloading requests to the cache nodes can alleviate the redundant data transmissions.
Caching in wireless networks has attracted wide attention from both academia and industry. The key issue of wireless data caching is how to place cachings. In [7] and [8] caching placement with Poisson distributed caching helpers was studied for random wireless networks. In [9] , Golrezaei et al. advanced the caching solutions of device-to-device (D2D) networks and proposed a caching scheme for a D2D cellular network relaying on MUs' caching of popular content. Ji et al. [10] investigated the throughput-outage tradeoff performance of the networks by exploiting clustered device caching in D2D communications. In [11] , the authors proposed novel caching placement schemes for wireless sensor networks. Recent work [12] investigated the problem of content placement for wireless cooperative caching networks with considering a tradeoff between the content diversity gain and the cooperative gain caused by jointly transmitting the same content.
Furthermore, many works studied SBS caching to decrease the backhaul traffic and exploit the storage capacity of small cell networks. In [13] , a small-cell caching scheme, referred as FemtoCaching, is proposed for cellular networks to reduce the transmission delay and overcome the backhaul bottleneck. Related work [14] considered the optimal caching and user association jointly to minimize the total time to satisfy the average demands in cached-enabled heterogeneous networks with wireless backhaul. In [15] , a caching assignment scheme was presented for small cell networks by characterizing the considered outage probability and average data delivery rate using system parameters, i.e., location of the macro base station, file popularity, etc [16] , [17] . In [18] , Liu and Yang investigated the optimal content placement maximizing the successful offloading probability in a cache-enabled heterogeneous networks. Moreover, in [19] Zhang et al. studied both traffic correlation between SBSs and the social relationship between MUs jointly and investigated an information caching strategy for cyber social computing based wireless network. However, most of the above works performed caching access point and channel allocation separately. Joint optimization of caching access point (AP) selection (e.g. cache embedded SBSs) and channel allocation has not been considered in these existing works.
Although in [20] the spectrum resource allocation and the cached contents for the optimal device pairing were jointly considered in centralized and distributed cases, the spectrum resource block reuse was not taken into account and each block can be only allocated to one device pair. Therefore, the model in [20] is not suitable for heterogeneous WCNs with a large number of device pairs. Moreover, most existing works including [20] assumed that the content demands of MUs are static and fixed all the time. However, it does not well describe the distribution property of file popularities. In practical wireless cache communications, MUs' content demands may be ''active'' or ''silent'' according to dynamic and probabilistic requirements.
In this paper, we focuses on joint resource optimization with channel reuse and dynamics content demands of MUs in WCNs. As we know, caching AP selection and channel allocation in WCNs are both hard combinatorial optimization problems. The joint decision of caching AP selection and channel allocation is more complex than these two separate problems. Moreover, as caching APs and MUs are numerous and randomly distributed, it is extremely complicated to solve this combinatorial optimization problem centrally. In this paper, we propose a binary concurrent interference minimizing game theoretical scheme, where two kinds of players (i.e., MUs and caching APs) act concurrently with different kinds of actions and utilities. The utilities are functions of the expectation of interference. Specifically, MUs select caching APs for different content demands, and caching APs allocate channels to their covered MUs. Many existing works resort hierarchical game to resolve the optimization problems with two kinds of players [21] - [23] , in which they act as leaders and followers based on their actions sequentially. In addition, the decouple of these different kinds actions and the decision sequence control are needed in these studies. Unlike the hierarchical game methods, in our proposed game, there is no leader-and-follower relationship between MUs and caching APs. And then, decouple design and decision sequence control mechanism is not required.
The main contributions of this article are summarized as follows:
• To analyze the interference caused by MUs' dynamic wireless cache network content demands, an asymmetric weighted interference graph is defined. In the graph, each vertex indicates a transmitting link of a MU and caching AP pair, while each asymmetric edge represents the asymmetric interference relationship between two links and the weight of each directed edge reflects the probability of the directed interference of two vertices. Based on the weighted asymmetric interference graph, we formulate the joint caching AP selection and channel allocation problem in WCNs as a nonlinear optimization problem.
• We propose a binary concurrent interference minimizing game theoretical scheme to solve the joint optimization problem. In the game scheme, MUs and caching APs are two kinds of players who can make decisions concurrently and the utilities are functions of the expectation of interference. We define a novel pure strategy binary Nash equilibrium (BNE) for the proposed game and prove that at least one BNE exists. Moreover, the optimal solution of the joint optimization problem is a pure strategy BNE.
• We propose a concurrent binary better reply algorithm for the proposed game scheme and prove that it converges to a BNE. Simulation results show that the proposed algorithm can mitigate the interference effectively and achieve a lower global interference level than traditional better reply algorithm. The paper is organized as follows. In section II, we present the system model and problem formulation. In Section III, joint caching AP selection and channel allocation is formulated as a binary concurrent interference minimizing game theoretical scheme. Then, we analyze the existence of BNE and propose a concurrent binary better reply algorithm. In Section IV, simulation results and discussion are given. Finally, we draw conclusions in Section V.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION A. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider a two-tier heterogeneous WCN composed of a base station (BS), N caching APs (embedded SBSs) and M MUs as shown in Fig. 1 . The caching AP set and the MU set are denoted by N = {1, 2, . . . , N } and M = {1, 2, . . . , M }, respectively. We assume that MUs use L dedicated channels, denoted by L = {1, 2, . . . , L}, to transmit information with the caching APs. In the system, the content service providers place their files in caching APs to provide faster local transmissions, and each file contains an individual video or movie clip that is frequently requested by MUs. The set of files is denoted by F = {1, 2, . . . , F} and all files have the same size 1 as in [12] , [25] , and [26] . It is assumed that each caching AP n has cached a set of files denoted by
It is assumed that each MU belongs to a specific class of interest k ∈ K = {1, 2, . . . , K }, which determines the file popularity ranking order. It can be easily found in practical scenarios that the more popular files, which are with the higher rankings, are more frequently accessed by users. The popularity of a file f in different classes is different and assumed to follow the Zipf distribution [24] . The Zipf distribution is widely used to model content popularity distributions in wireless caching networks [25] , [26] . Then based on the Zipf law like [25] and [26] , the probability of requesting a file f for each MU m in class K is given by
is the rank of file f within class k, and γ ≥ 0 characterizes the distribution and reflects the variations of files' relative popularity. The larger γ , the higher content reuse, i.e., the fewer of popular contents would be requested by the majority of MUs.
At the beginning of each time slot, each MU m makes an independent request of a file f , f = 1, 2, . . . , F, with the probability of p m,f , 0 ≤ p m,f < 1. Define P m = {p m,1 , p m,2 , . . . , p m,F } as the request probability of the MU m for all files,
As the coverage areas of caching APs can be overlapped, a MU can be covered by multiple caching APs as shown in Fig. 2 (a) . At each time slot, due to the limited hardware capability, each MU can only download a requesting file from one caching AP. Thus, the links in Fig. 2 (a) would not interfere with each other. We denote by θ n the MU set covered by caching AP n, n∈N θ n = M, and denote by ϑ m the caching AP set in which the caching APs can serve MU m, m∈M ϑ m = N . 1 Although different contents can be with different sizes, they can be packaged into different numbers of files with the same size to store in caching units. The analytic framework is still applicative by partitioning content into small files and treating them as individual files each. Note that if a MU requests a file that is not cached by any nearby caching AP, then the BS (such as microcell BS), denoted by , will handle the request and serves this MU. BS and caching APs transmit information on orthogonal channels to avoid cross-tiered conflict and interference. It is clear that a caching AP can serve multiple MUs. To avoiding the intra-conflicts as shown in Fig. 2 (b), we assume that each caching AP transmits over orthogonal channels with all its serving MUs. And each download link, i.e., a transmitter (caching AP) and receiver (MU) pair, is only allocated one dedicated channel for all its potential file requests. However, there may be still serious inter-interference among download links in the networks as shown in Fig. 2 (c) .
B. ASYMMETRIC WEIGHTED INTERFERENCE GRAPH
Similarly, the interference area of each caching AP n is fixed and the interference range is greater than the transmission range. We denote by ϕ n the MU set in which the MUs can be interfered by caching AP n, θ n ⊂ ϕ n , and denote by φ m the caching AP set in which the caching APs can interfere
We set X m = {x m,n,f } n∈N ,f ∈F as the caching AP selection vector of MU m for different files in F, where x m,n,f ∈ {0, 1} and x m,n,f = 1 indicates MU m would download file f from caching AP n. The link selection profile of all MUs is denoted by X = (X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X M ). For easy management, each MU prefers to download files from its neighboring caching APs and can download a certain file from only one fixed caching AP. Therefore, according to the above assumption, there must
x m,n,f ≤ 1. The probability of MU m downloading files from caching AP n, i.e., the transmission probability of link (m, n), can be expressed as
In the sequel, we set Y n = {y n,m,l } m∈M,l∈L as the channel allocation vector of caching AP n, where {y n,m,l } ∈ {0, 1}, and y n,m,l = 1 means caching AP n transmits with MU m on channel l. Denote by Y = (Y 1 , Y 2 , . . . , Y N ) the channel allocation profile of all caching APs. Note that we do not consider the channel allocation of BS. Because each MU m only request for a certain file in F at a time slot, we assume that each link (m, n) can only occupy one dedicated channel to download all available files. Each caching AP n devises a plan to allocate dedicated orthogonal channels to its transmission-covered MUs without considering the intra-conflicts. 2 Therefore, there must be
We propose an asymmetric weighted interference graph to characterize the asymmetric behavior of interference relationships among the download links.
Definition 1: H = {ϒ, ε, W} is an asymmetric weighted interference graph to capture the interference coupling among the download links.
and e m ,n m,n = 1 means that link (m , n ) would interfere link (m, n) when transmitting over the same channel. Define the weight set of asymmetric directed edges W = {w m ,n m,n : e m ,n m,n = 1, ∀m, m ∈ M, n, n ∈ N }, where w m ,n m,n is the probability of link (m , n ) and (m, n) occupying the same channel with the current action profile at the same time Remark 1: Considering the intra-conflicts of caching APs in Fig. 2 (b) , i.e., a caching AP can transmit with multiple serving MUs on a same channel, the indicator function e m ,n m,n 2 This assumption can simplify the model and analysis of the channel allocation problem, and reduce the action spaces of caching APs. Considering the intra-conflicts of caching APs, i.e., different links with a common caching AP can be allocated with a same channel, the intra-conflicts and the inter-interference should be both mitigated with effective channel allocation and our proposed approach is applicative in the same way.
can be rewritten as
where n could equal to n . And the following analysis and problem formulation remain unchanged.
C. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Particularly, we will focus on the caching AP selection and channel resource allocation in WCNs to decrease the global expected interference level. The probability of link (m , n ) interfering link (m, n) (as well as the probability of link (m, n) being interfered by link (m , n )) can be expressed as 
Consequently, the received interference level of link (m, n) is the sum of probabilities of link (m, n) being interfered by other links, i.e.,
As MU m could download different files from different caching APs, the total received interference of MU m is the sum of the received interference of links which are composed of MU m and its available caching APs, i.e.,
Then, the total received interference of all links including caching AP n can be written as
Similarly, the sum of produced interference of link (m, n) can be expressed as
The total produced interference of the MU m, which is caused by MU m downloading files from different caching APs, can be expressed as
The total interference caused by caching AP n transmitting to MUs can be expressed as
Then, the global expected interference level of the WCN, i.e., the sum of received interference of all links, can be written as
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It is well known that the sum of all links' produced interference equals the sum of all links' received interference. Therefore, the global interference level can be also expressed as
Consequently, we can formulate the optimal resource allocation problem in the WCN as the following optimization problem
which is obviously a NP-hard non-linear programming problem 3 [27] . It is clear that the optimization utility function (12) has no obvious concave and increasing properties with (X, Y ). Therefore, conventional method for convex optimization problem, e.g. gradient descent algorithm, is not suitable for the above case. As we know, the joint action space of (X, Y ) is extremely huge which contains all possible caching AP selection for all MUs and channel allocation for caching APs. To solve the optimization problem shown as (14) , any direct search method would involve an exhaustive search of all caching AP selection X = (X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X M ) for all MUs and channel allocation Y = (Y 1 , Y 2 , . . . , Y N ) for all caching APs. Because of the huge mixed action space, such direct search approaches would lead to excessive complexity. Moreover, traditional reinforcement learning method is also not valid because of the multiple interactive decision makers and the complex statuses of the network. By contrast, game theory is an effective distributed approach to solve the above resource allocation problem with multiple players making decision interactively.
III. A BINARY CONCURRENT INTERFERENCE MINIMIZING GAME FOR RESOURCE ALLOCATION
A. GAME MODEL Considering the distributive and autonomous decision making of the two kinds of agents, caching APs and MUs, we propose a binary concurrent interference minimizing game approach for resource allocation in WCNs. In the proposed game, two kinds of players, MUs and caching APs, act concurrently with different kinds of actions and utilities. The action of MUs is caching AP selection and the action of caching APs is channel allocation.
We denote the binary concurrent interference minimizing game by G = {M, X m , u m ; N , Y n , v n }, where M is the MU player set, X m and u m are the set of available actions and the utility function of MU m, respectively. Moreover, u m is the utility function of MU m, N is the caching AP player set, Y n and v n is the set of available actions and the utility function of caching AP n, respectively. These two kinds of players can make decisions mixedly and simultaneously.
It is clear that MU m's action would affect the received and produced interference (α m and α m ). Meanwhile, lower received and produced interference is better for MUs and the entire network. We define the utility function of MU players as follows (15) where X −m is the chosen action profile of all the MUs excluding MU m. Similarly, the utility function of caching AP players is defined as follows
where Y −n is the chosen action profile of all the caching APs excluding caching AP n.
With the above definitions, the binary concurrent interference minimizing game is expressed as follows
Remark 2: In traditional hierarchical games, the downlevel players (followers) make decisions following the actions of up-level players (leaders). However, in the proposed binary concurrent interference minimizing game, players are unnecessary to consider the effect of hierarchy constraints on their action spaces, and they can make decisions at the same time like some single-level game models. For example, a caching AP n decides to allocate a MU m ∈ θ n a dedicated channel no matter whether MU n would download data from caching AP n. Therefore, there is no need to design the decouple and decision sequence control mechanism for different kinds of players.
B. ANALYSIS OF NE
Nash equilibrium (NE) is a kind of stable solution widely used in game models. In this subsection, we will present the concepts of binary Nash equilibrium (BNE) and exact potential game, and then analyze the properties of BNEs in terms of existence and performance.
Definition 2:
is a pure strategy BNE if and only if no player (any MU m or caching AP n) can improve its utility by deviating unilaterally. Since these are two kinds of players, the above definition of BNE can be denoted concretely as follows
Potential game [28] is a kind of widely used mathematical tools, which has been used to solve the problem of resource allocation in distributed systems [29] like distributed channel allocation in wireless networks [30] .
Definition 3: A game G is an exact potential game [28] if there exists an exact potential function of all players' actions. Given any player i, and any selected action a i and a i , the following holds (19) where U i is the utility of player i and a −i is the action profile of players except i. Specifically, in this work, given any player m ∈ M, or n ∈ N , and any selected action X m andX m , or Y n andȲ n , the following holds
Theorem 1: The proposed binary concurrent interference minimizing game G is an exact potential game that has at least one pure strategy BNE. The optimal solution of the global interference minimization problem is a pure strategy BNE of G.
Proof: We construct the potential function as follows
As shown above, the potential function equals the negative value of the global interference level. Then we analyze the changes of the potential function and the individual utility function after an arbitrary player unilaterally changes its action selection:
(i) If an arbitrary MU m unilaterally changes its caching AP selection from X m toX m , based on (15), the change in individual utility function caused by this unilateral change is given by
And the change in the potential function caused by this unilateral change is given by
where (X, Y ) = (X m , X −m ; Y ) is derived from (X, Y ) by changing MU m's action from X m toX m . Based on the asymmetric interference graph, the change of total produced interference of MU m equals that of received interference sum of whole MUs excluding MU m (The detailed proof refers to Appendix A Lemma 1.), i.e., (24) Therefore, we can conclude that, when MU m takes a unilateral action, the change in utility function given in (15) is the same with that in the potential function, i.e., (25) (ii) If an arbitrary caching AP n unilaterally changes its channel allocation profile from Y n toȲ n . Based on (16), the change in individual utility function caused by this unilateral change is given by
where (X,Ȳ ) = (X;Ȳ n , Y −n ) can be obtained from (X, Y ) by changing caching AP n's action from Y n toȲ n . Similarly, we have the following equation (The detailed proof refers to Appendix B Lemma 2.), i.e.,
Furthermore, it can be concluded that
Therefore, G is an exact potential game according to the definition. Theorem 1 is proved based on the properties of potential games [28] - [30] . VOLUME 6, 2018
C. CONCURRENT BINARY BETTER REPLY ALGORITHM
We have explored equilibrium behavior in the proposed game theoretic formulation of the distributed joint caching AP selection and channel allocation problem. The remaining question is how the autonomous caching APs and MUs can reach BNEs in a distributed fashion. Based on the better-reply property of potential game, better reply (BR) algorithm can be applied to achieve BNEs of the proposed game.
However, in traditional BR algorithm, only one random player (a caching AP or a MU) can update its action at each iteration. Therefore, a coordinate mechanism is needed to select the updating player. Moreover, the random sequential updating cannot exploit the benefits of distributed computation effectively. To overcome this deficiency, we proposed a concurrent binary better reply algorithm (CBBR) described in Algorithm 1. In the proposed CBBR algorithm, all players determine whether to update actions by themselves and multiple players can update concurrently at each iteration.
Algorithm 1 Concurrent Binary Better Reply Algorithm (CBBR)
Step 1: Initially, each player randomly selects one of its available actions, and the global action profile of the WCN (
Step 2: At iteration t, each player updates its strategy through the following rule: i) Each caching AP n generates a random number r1 ∈ (0, 1),
(2) If r1 > ζ , caching AP n selects an available action Y n ∈ Y n randomly, and update its action according to the following strategy
where ζ ∈ (0, 1) is caching APs' inertia. ii) Each MU m generates a random number r2 ∈ (0, 1),
If r2 > ξ , MU m selects an available action X m ∈ X m randomly, and update its action according to the following strategy
where ξ ∈ (0, 1) is MUs' inertia.
Step 3: If the predefined maximum iteration number T max is reached, stop, else return to Step 2 and repeat.
Remark 3:
Cloud computing technologies can be resorted to solve such a distributed wireless resource optimization problem [31] . The physical caching APs and MUs can be mapped into the cloud, where the decision-makers are virtual agents. Specifically, all caching APs and MUs report their individual information, e.g., location, file content, MU class, to the cloud. Then, different virtual agents corresponding to caching APs and MUs are created. The CBBR algorithm can be achieved in the virtual decision network composed of virtual agents. According to CBBR algorithm, each caching AP n/MU m will stay with the previous action Y n [t − 1]/ X m [t − 1] with probability ζ /ξ even though there is a palpable opportunity for improvement. The decision results are obtained by the virtual decision network utilizing the game approach. Finally, the cloud disseminates the decision results to caching APs and MUs.
Theorem 2: Considering the binary concurrent interference minimizing game G with finite action sets, if all players adhere to the proposed CBBR algorithm with inertia, then game G will almost surely converge to a BNE.
Proof: According to these rules of the proposed CBBR algorithm with inertia, at time t, each player (caching AP n/MU m) will stay with the previous action Y n [ 
with probability ζ /ξ even when there is a palpable opportunity for utility improvement.
Defining
, there exists a positive constant T , independent of t. Therefore, the current joint action (
for all players. The probability of such an event is at least (ζ N ξ M ) T −1 . If the joint action (X 0 , Y 0 ) is a BNE, then it is done. Otherwise, there must be at least one player, i.e., caching AP n ∈ N or MU m ∈ M, and there have
Considering the above event that, at time t +T , exactly one player caching AP n or MU m switches to a different action, i.e., i) Y
where the difference between Y 0 and Y 1 is produced by exactly one caching AP n changing its action Y n ; ii)
for some X 1 where the difference between X 0 and X 1 is produced by exactly one MU m changing its action X m . This event happens with probability min{ζ N −1 (
Note that if is a potential function for the binary concurrent interference minimizing game, then (X 0 , Y 0 ) < (X 1 , Y 1 ). We repeat the above arguments to construct a sequence of profiles (
, where is independent of t, with the property
and (X , Y ) is a BNE. It can be shown that given (X 0 , Y 0 ) at any sufficiently large t, there exists constants T > 0 and > 0, which are independent of t. Consequently, A[t + T ] is a BNE of the binary concurrent interference minimizing game 54522 VOLUME 6, 2018 with probability at least , which is implied that (X[t], Y [t]) converges to BNE almost surely.
IV. SIMULATION RESULT
In the following simulation study, the transmission radius of the BS is 100m, the communication range and the interference range of caching APs are uniformly set to be D tr = 15m and D int = 30m, respectively. There are F = 6 content files. We denote the number of caching APs and the size of caching APs' cache spaces by N and C, respectively. Each caching AP has cached C files randomly in advance. There are 1∼3 MUs around each caching AP (i.e., there are about 2N MUs in the coverage of all caching APs). The number of dedicated channels is L = 4. The popularity of each MU requesting a file is distributed according to a Zipf-distribution with parameter γ = 0.8 same as in [26] .
A. ALGORITHM PARAMETER ANALYSIS
We analyze the expected convergence behaviors of CBBR algorithm with C = 3, N = 12 and T max = 2000. For ζ and ξ , we use the following two options 1) ζ = 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9 and ξ = 0.9 and 2) ζ = 0.9 and ξ = 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9. The corresponding expected convergence behaviors of CBBR algorithm are shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 , respectively. As shown in Fig. 3 , when ζ increases, the convergence speed of CBBR algorithm significantly decreases. Specifically, when ζ is close to 0.1, the convergence speed changes slightly. As depicted in Fig. 4 , when ξ increases, the convergence speed of CBBR algorithm does not change obviously. It can be concluded that optimizing channel allocation makes greater influence in the convergence behaviors than optimizing caching AP selection. Meanwhile, with ζ and ξ increasing, there will be less players trying to find better actions and the total amount of calculation at each iteration will decrease. 
B. GLOBAL EXPECTED INTERFERENCE LEVEL ANALYSIS
In this subsection, we present numerical results of global expect interference level in (12) . For comparison, the achieved global expected interference level are calculated by five different approaches: 1) optimize both caching AP selection and channel allocation jointly with the proposed CBBR algorithm (ζ = 0.3, ξ = 0.9), 2) optimize both caching AP selection and channel allocation jointly with the traditional better reply algorithm (i.e., at each iteration only one player is picked randomly to select a better action than the previous action based on (30) and (31)), 3) merely optimize caching AP selection with better reply algorithm and allocate channels randomly (i.e., CBBR algorithm without part i in
Step 2), 4) merely optimize channel allocation with better reply algorithm and select available caching APs randomly (i.e., CBBR algorithm without part ii in Step 2), 5) randomly select available caching APs and randomly allocate channels (like Step 1 of CBBR algorithm).
Firstly, we vary the size of caching APs' cache spaces in the WCN. We set C = 2 ∼ 5 and N = 12, respectively. The global expected interference levels are shown in Fig. 5 . It is obvious that the global expected interference level of CBBR algorithm outperforms traditional BR algorithm. The reason may be that in CBBR algorithm, multiple players can change their actions simultaneously, achieving higher efficiency than other algorithms. Moreover, the global expected interference level of merely optimizing channel allocation is smaller than merely optimizing caching AP selection, while that of random approach is the worst. It can be concluded that optimizing channel allocation can achieve better performance to mitigate interference than optimizing caching AP selection. We also observe that as the cache space size increases, the traffic among MUs and caching APs grows, and the global expected interference level increases.
Here, we vary the number of caching APs in the WCN. We set N = 8 ∼ 14 and C = 4, respectively. The global expected interference levels are shown in Fig. 6 . Similarly, the performance of CBBR algorithm is the best and the performance of the random approach is the worst. Moreover, the gap between CBBR algorithm and random selection is growing with the number of caching APs. It is noted that as the number of caching APs increases, the global expected interference level increases. The reason is that with the number of caching APs increasing, the number of MUs increases according to the scenario design and the network node density increases.
Then, the results of the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the converging iterations of CBBR algorithm and the BR algorithm with N = 8 and N = 14 are shown in Fig. 7 . It is obvious that CBBR algorithm converges significantly faster than the traditional BR algorithm. When N = 8, to achieve 95% convergent probability, the proposed CBBR algorithm needs about 500 iterations, while BR algorithm needs about 1000 iterations. With the number of caching APs increasing, the convergence speeds of two algorithms decreases.
Thirdly, we set the transmission radius of the BS to 100m, 110m, 120m, 130m, 140m, respectively, and N = 12, C = 4. The global expected interference level of varying the transmission radius of the BS are shown in Fig. 8 . It is noted that as the transmission radius of the BS increases, the global expected interference level decreases. Moreover, the gaps among five algorithms decreases as the BS radius increases. We reason that the network node density decreases as the BS radius increases, and the mean distances of caching links also increase. When the mean distances of all caching links are far enough and the interference range is changeless, the global expected interference level can be very low even with the random approach.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we investigated caching AP selection and channel allocation for MUs in WCNs. First, we proposed an asymmetric weighted interference graph to analyze the asymmetric interference relationship among MU and caching AP pairs. Moreover, a binary concurrent interference minimizing game theoretical scheme is proposed to solve the joint nonlinear optimization problem, where MUs and caching APs are two kinds of players with different kinds of actions and utilities, acting concurrently without considering hierarchical constraints. Furthermore, we defined a novel pure strategy binary Nash equilibrium (BNE) for the proposed game with two kinds of players and proved that at least one BNE exists. Finally, a concurrent binary better reply algorithm was designed for the proposed game scheme. Simulation results show that the proposed approach can achieve a lower global interference level than the traditional better reply algorithm. In the future, we will consider caching placement and spectrum allocation jointly in WCNs. 
Thus, the total received interference of MU i can be rewritten as
The total produced interference of MU m can be rewritten as
Based on (5) and (33), we can obtain 
Thus, (8) can be reformed as
And (11) can be rewritten as
Based on (5) and (38), there has the following equation 
